Reduce Airborne Dust with DUST ATTACK™
DUST ATTACK®, was developed to reduce airborne dust from roads, equipment lots and other unpaved areas. Used on a regular schedule, DUST
ATTACK can reduce water requirements and application frequency by 40%.
DUST ATTACK reduces surface tension allowing rapid and deep penetration of water into the road surface. This helps avoid potholes and runoff
ruts. In addition, it contains a humectant that helps retain water in the ground.
MODE OF ACTION
First, DUST ATTACK assists in the coagulation and agglomeration of dust particles thereby reducing the distance that agglomerated particles can
travel during disturbance events such as traffic or wind.
Secondly, DUST ATTACK increases the water penetration in potholes and corrugated ruts ensuring water does not accumulate in these low areas.

UNTREATED

Water sprayed on untreated surfaces pools in low
spots and pot holes. When traffic passes over the
ruts the tires force the water out under pressure,
eroding the sides of the pot holes and low spots
and making them larger.

TREATED

On a DUST ATTACK-treated road the water
penetrates into the soil preventing any enlargement
of ruts or pot holes.

FEATURES
- Coats dust with a micro-film to trap moisture and increase agglomeration of dust particles
- Does not contain calcium or magnesium chloride that is corrosive to equipment
- Water penetrates faster, reducing standing water, potholes and runoff ruts
- Contains a humectant to help retain moisture in the ground
- Will not harm crops or roadside vegetation
- Reduces the frequency of treating dusty areas, saving labor and equipment costs
- Non-irritating to humans and animals
APPLICATION
First 7 days of application: Add 4-8 pints of DUST ATTACK for every 1,000 gallons of water. Apply with every water application for one week. This
high rate accelerates the agglomeration of dust particles.
After 7 days: Assess the dust control from the initial applications. The rate of DUST ATTACK can be reduced to 1-4 pints per 1,000 gallons if the
dust control is at an acceptable level. If it is not, return to 4-8 pints per 1,000 gallons of water and apply for an additional seven days.
Ongoing: Once an acceptable level of dust control is attained reducing DUST ATTACK applications can be tried and evaluated. If the dust level
increases return to the previous watering schedule.

For more information visit www.oroagriusa.com
or contact your local Oro Agri representative.
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